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AMSAF FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE PILOT
HELMET PROGRAM

AMSAF’s Mission is to promote motorcycle safety and
awareness and help reduce
crashes and fatalities in Arizona.

In doing that we offer a motorcycle training financial
scholarship program in Arizona.
This program allows individuals to
get into motorcycle training at a reduced cost.

MMA Legislative Update

Your lobby team had a very busy
2019 session. We ran legislation of
our own, worked with legislators
and supported legislation of theirs,
and held our annual Motorcycle
Day At The Dome. Below is a list of
our various accomplishments:
In 2019 we:

- Drafted, introduced, and passed
an anti-profiling memorial
- Successful Motorcycle Day at
the Dome event at the state capital
- Supported and testified on legislation to repeal a Vehicle License
Tax imposed in earlier legislation.
- Supported successful legislation
that further described autocycle
differences for exclusion from class
M applicability.
- Supported successful hands free

legislation that addressed our 4th
amendment concerns.
- Supported successful legislation
that provided guidelines and control of protected dealer data systems by various parties.
- Conferred and advised on possible extending of hands free legislation to additional existing statutes.
- Obtained various proclamations
proclaiming May as Motorcycle
Safety and Awareness Month. Had
a reading on the House Floor regarding the same.
- Successfully presented the Motorcycle Awareness Program in
High Schools throughout Arizona.

There’s not much break between
the end of a legislative session and
when the lobby team starts working on items for the next one.
MMA, ABATE and ACMC
did a survey with a number of items to choose
from, and asked that
everyone rate their importance to them, on a
scale of 1-10. Below are
the top 9 results.
Legislative Survey
Results:

1. Increased penalties
for crashes involving motorcyclists, bicycles and
pedestrians when red
light running is involved
67.24%
2. Tougher penalties for
distracted driving
62.50%
3. Road repairs and improvements 62.50%
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https://www.amsaf.org/scholarships/

In addition, we offer safety tips on
our Facebook page and now we
would like to help the motorcycle
community in another way financially.

Arizona is a State where you have
a choice if you want to wear a helmet or not. AMSAF would like to
help those that wear a helmet or
will be wearing one by creating a
financial assistance program to
help get you into a good full face
DOT Helmet. In doing that AMSAF
has collaborated with RideNow
Powersports to develop a Pilot
Program.
Helmet Program: AMSAF has collaborated with RideNow Powersports to put together a Pilot
program to help you get into a
good full face DOT Helmet with
some financial assistance from
AMSAF and discount from RideNow. We believe this program will
afford you the opportunity to purchase a good full face DOT Street

helmet at a reduced cost. The applicant is required to have a motorcycle (M) endorsement, fill out an
application and donate $50.00 to
AMSAF which is tax deductible. If
funds are not available you will not
be able to get into application
process as it will be closed. If
AMSAF has funds available, you
will receive a receipt with a promo
code that you can take to one of
multiple specified RideNow locations and this letter will give you
credit for $125.00 off the Helmet.
In addition, we have been able to
work with RideNow and they have
agreed to give an additional 25%
discount off all full face street helmets valued at $200.00 MSRP or
higher helmet. This promo code is
only good for specific helmets defined in program.

These programs are only made
possible due to Grants, Sponsors,
donations and our partners who
want to help reduce crashes and
fatalities in Arizona. TOGETHER
we can make a difference.

Helmet Assistance Application
Starts September 2, 2019

Check us out at:
www.amsaf.org/helmets/
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MMA of Arizona District Meeting Times & Locations

Eagle/Leather District
2nd Saturday at 10 am
Charley’s Place
4324 W. Thunderbird Rd.
Glendale, AZ

Rim Country District
2nd Sunday at 10 am
American Legion post 69
on Hwy 260
Payson, AZ

Verde Valley District
We still meet 2nd Sunday at 11am,
Moose Lodge # 1449 - 1051 S. Broadway,
Clarkdale, AZ 86324

MMA of Arizona Membership

Attention All Yearly Members-Dues Increase
Effective on January 1, 2017 the yearly dues to be a member of the MMA of Arizona will be $25. With the rising cost of operating costs such
as membership patches and year rockers and even postage it has finally become necessary for us to increase membership dues. We thank
you all for your understanding and continued support.

What is the MMA?

MMA is a Motorcyclists Rights Organization (MRO) comprised of motorcyclists and motorcycle
enthusiasts who are concerned with
the future, safety, and welfare of
motorcycling. We are a non-profit,
educational organization dedicated
to improving the social atmosphere
that surrounds motorcyclists, and
protecting the individual freedoms
of citizens.

We are an association that lobbies
and educates the government and
the general public to promote motorcycling in a safe and positive
image. When you become a member of the MMA of Arizona, you
make a difference in the ongoing
mission to protect your right to ride
and enjoy the motorcycle of your
choice, your choice of riding apparel, and when and where you can
ride a motorcycle. These issues are
real and present in today’s “protect
yourself from yourself” political environment. This holds true for all
levels of government.

At the state level we have a lobbyist
who regularly visits our state capital
to lobby our legislators on the issues concerning the motorcyclists
in Arizona. On the national level we
are aligned with the National Coalition of Motorcyclists (NCOM), and
several other motorcycle rights organizations.

Memberships are open to anyone
regardless of what type of motorcycle you ride, if any. All memberships
include: The Motorcycle Patriot
Newsletter, Membership Card,
$4,000 Accidental Death & Dismemberment Benefit, Event Updates, Voting Guides, and the
ability to interact with some of the
most politically active motorcyclists
in the state of Arizona.

The MMA of Arizona needs the support of all motorcycle riders and we
hope you will consider joining this
dedicated organization.

Please join us in the cause to protect your rights.

Join the MMA Today!
MMA of Arizona
625 W. Deer Valley Road
Suite 103-481
Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Please print clearly and completely. Mail this form along with payment to address above.

PERSONAL MEMBERSHIP
Individual Annual: ($25.00)
Individual Lifetime: ($250.00)
New to MMA-AZ:
Renew a Membership:
Update/Transfer Membership:
Check the district you wish to join - You may join any one district of your choice
Eagle/Leather
Superstition
Rim Country
Verde Valley
White Mountain
First Name: _____________ Last Name: ________________ Road Name: _____________
Phone 1: _____________ Phone 2: ____________ Email: _________________________
Mailing Address: ______________________________________________
City: _____________________________ State: ______ Zip: ____________
Registered Voter: Yes
No
Volunteer: Yes
No
BUSINESS MEMBERSHIP
Business Annual: ($120.00)
Business Lifetime ($500.00)
New to MMA-AZ:
Renew a Membership:
Update/Transfer Membership:
Check the district you wish to join - You may join any one district of your choice
Eagle/Leather
Superstition
Rim Country
Verde Valley
White Mountain
Business Category:
Bar and/or Restaurant
Lodging
Clothing
Motorcycle Repair/Parts/Accessories
Real Estate
Services & Miscellaneous
Organizations or Clubs
Business Name: _______________________ Business Website: ____________________
Business Address: ______________________________________________
City: _____________________________ State: ______ Zip: ____________
Mailing Address: ______________________________________________
City: _____________________________ State: ______ Zip: ____________
Business Contact 1: ____________________ Business Contact 2: ___________________
Signature: _______________________________________ 7RGD\¶s Date: ____________
Recruited By: _____________________________________
Received By: _____________________________________
------

ݢ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Receipt for Membership ±MMA of Arizona
Received By: ________________________ Amount: $ ________ Date: _________
Cash: Check #: ______ Note: _______________________________________

Join MMA online - http://mma-az.org/about/mma-az-membership

Lobbyist Report

continued

4. Protect motorcyclists by having true tort reform
to stop insurance inequality (Helmet Lie) 60.71%
5. Not using ANY gas tax to be used except for its
intended purpose. I.e. Road improvements and repairs 58.93%
6. Higher penalties for tailgating a motorcycle and
for pulling into a lane already occupied by a motorcycle. 56.90%
7. Pass legislation protecting motorcyclists, bicyclists and pedestrians against autonomous vehicles 57.14%
8. Continued changes to the infrastructure to recognize motorcycles in turn lanes and at stop lights
53.57%
9. Lane Splitting/Lane Filtering 50%

Our 2020 agenda so far:

- Moving forward the Motorcycle Safety Fund Sunset Date
- Working on language and intro of lane filtering
legislation.
- Working with courts so that ticketed riders are
able to attend a motorcycle safety course rather
than a driver’s class.
- Working with a Senator regarding infrastructure
and assuring gas tax is used according to designation.

Bobbi Hartmann
MMA of AZ Authorized Lobbyist
bobbij2@earthlink.net

Skypilot
MMA of AZ Designated Lobbyist
lrmcskypilot@centurylink.net
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NCOM
NEWSLETTER

can only have positive benefits.”

Compiled & Edited by Bill Bish,
National Coalition of Motorcyclists (NCOM)

JUDGE DISMISSES COUNTY AS DEFENDANT IN TWIN PEAKS LAWSUIT
A federal judge has dismissed McLennan
County as a defendant in a civil rights lawsuit
filed by three bikers arrested after the 2015
Twin Peaks shootout, but ruled the plaintiffs
can pursue claims against the city of Waco
and seven individual defendants.

The lawsuit, filed by the three bikers who
were never indicted in the deadly shootout
with law enforcement, is one of about 20
pending Twin Peaks civil lawsuits involving
about 130 bikers with claims of unlawful arrest and conspiracy.

The plaintiffs allege former McLennan County
District Attorney Abel Reyna was the final policymaker for McLennan County regarding the
events at Twin Peaks, but U.S. District Judge
Alan Albright ruled that a county sheriff, not
the district attorney, is the final policymaker.

The lawsuit alleges Reyna was the county’s
final policymaker because he “was responsible for devising the overall prosecutorial
goals and strategies” of the county on the day
of the shootout that left nine bikers dead and
20 injured in a hail of police gunfire, but the
judge ruled that “regardless of Reyna’s involvement in helping to decide whether the
arrests should be made, he did not have authority to make municipal policy.”

The judge denied the city’s motion to dismiss
the lawsuit. The order leaves claims pending
against D.A. Reyna, as well as the former
Waco police chief, assistant chief and various
named officers.

More than 200 bikers were jailed on identical
arrest warrant allegations. Only one case
went to trial, which ended in a hung jury favoring acquittal and a mistrial. District Attorney Barry Johnson, Reyna’s successor,
dismissed the remaining charges against the
bikers.

According to a report by Tommy Witherspoon
in Insane Throttle Biker News (www.harleyliberty.com), the lawsuits allege the defendants
violated the bikers’ Fourth Amendment rights
by obtaining arrest warrants based on a fill-inthe-name affidavit that lacked probable
cause. They also allege defendants violated
their 14th Amendment due process right to be
free from unlawful arrest.

Insane Throttle was recently awarded the Silver Spoke Award for Media at the 2019 National Coalition of Motorcyclists’ NCOM
Convention in Orlando, Florida.
PROPOSED IOWA ORDINANCE WOULD
ALLOW ATVs ON COUNTY ROADS
A committee in Linn County, Iowa is working
to pass a new ordinance that will allow ATVs
to be driven on county roads, despite concerns about having off-road vehicles sharing
the streets with regular vehicles.

County Supervisor Brent Oleson said a committee approached him about the ordinance,
saying that “I'm all for not taking anything off
the table, anything that gets people outdoors
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But Sheriff Brian Gardner told TV9 that combining ATVs and regular vehicles on the same
road is just too dangerous. “They’re off-road
vehicles, and they're designated as off-road
vehicles for a reason.”

Oleson says they're going to look at what
works for ATV ordinances in other areas, and
hopes to have something passed before
spring.

Right now, unless a town or county passes
an ordinance allowing it, ATVs can only be
driven on one of Iowa's eight riding parks or
on private property. ATVs are also allowed to
cross streets, with some restrictions.

VIRGINIA BECOMES 15TH STATE TO CREATE AN OFFICE OF OUTDOOR RECREATION
Virginia Governor Ralph Northam (D) has announced the creation of an Office of Outdoor
Recreation to lead efforts to promote the outdoor recreation industry in Virginia and recruit
new outdoor businesses to the Commonwealth.

The outdoor recreation industry contributes
nearly $22 billion annually to the Virginia
economy, and employs more than 197,000
Virginians. Virginia will be the 15th state in
the nation to establish an office or task force
dedicated to strengthening the outdoor industry, and the third on the East Coast.

“Every region of our Commonwealth is home
to unique outdoor assets and recreation opportunities, which continue to earn national
praise and are sought out by millions of travelers each year,” Gov. Northam said. “In establishing a statewide Office of Outdoor
Recreation, we are taking significant steps to
recognize the importance of this industry as a
true driver of economic development in the
Commonwealth, and demonstrate why Virginia is the natural fit for outdoor business.
Outdoor recreation not only improves the
growth potential of our communities, but it
also aligns with our goals on land conservation, workforce development, and public
health.”

The Office will lead an effort to grow the outdoor industry in Virginia through industry promotion, coordination, and recruitment.

NATIONWIDE MOTORCYCLE THEFTS DECREASING
While motorcycle theft has been a significant
problem in the US, the latest National Insurance Crime Bureau report indicates that motorcycle thefts across the country went down
in 2018, and in fact have been on a steady
decline since 2016 after experiencing an
uptick the previous two years.

A total of 41,674 motorcycles were reported
stolen in 2018 compared with 44,268 reported stolen in 2017 -- a decrease of six percent.

By manufacturer, Honda was the most stolen
bike brand, followed by Yamaha, Suzuki, and
Kawasaki. Harley-Davidson rounded out the
top five.

Unsurprisingly, motorcycle thefts in the US
are at their peak during the summer months,
with August, July, and September, in that
order, seeing the highest number of thefts,
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and with about half as many bikes stolen in
February 2018.

The report also gives a state-by-state breakdown, and notes that thefts are more common in large metropolitan areas as well.
California leads the country in motorcycle
thefts, with 7,035 occurring in 2018, followed
by Florida with 4,279 thefts reported, then
Texas (3,073), New York (1,777) and South
Carolina (1,743). By city, New York City led
the way with 1,310, then Los Angeles with
628, Miami (595), Las Vegas (540), and San
Diego fifth with 527
A total of 16,261 bikes were recovered from
thieves in 2018, or about 44% of those
stolen.

STUDY SHOWS MOTORCYCLES MOST
LIKELY VEHICLE TYPE IN U.K. TO BE
STOLEN
One in every 46 registered motorcycles in the
United Kingdom (UK) was stolen last year,
according to new figures gained by a Freedom of Information (FOI) request by the Motorcycle Action Group (MAG). In London, one
in every 12 bikes was reported stolen in
2018.
While the countrywide figure actually signals
a modest 3.98% improvement over 2017, the
national average of one in 46 still means that
motorcycles are seven times more likely to be
stolen than any other road vehicle!
"For a biker, the theft of their bike is definitely
not a victimless crime," said Colin Brown,
MAG’s Director of Campaigns & Political Engagement. "More so than for any other mode
of transport, riders become emotionally attached to their bikes. For some, the loss of a
bike is akin to the loss of a family member.”

With an average 500 bikes stolen a week in
2018 motorcycles remain the most commonly
stolen vehicle in the UK, seven times more
likely to be nicked than anything else, which
is why security firms are coming up with evermore sophisticated locks.

NEW HAMPSHIRE TO MODERNIZE DMV IN
WAKE OF DEADLY JUNE CRASH
Following the deadly June 2019 crash that
killed seven motorcyclists in New Hampshire,
officials want to work with other states to prevent anything like this from happening ever
again.
The truck driver currently facing seven
charges of negligent homicide in those
deaths -- who had a Massachusetts-issued
CDL -- should not even have been driving,
according to his combined driving record.
The head of the Massachusetts DMV resigned and others at the agency were fired
once this came to light.

Over the past few weeks, New Hampshire
has also been conducting an internal review
of its own DMV records and practices. On
August 29, 2019, NH governor Chris Sununu
gave a press conference with other top officials to share their findings. The results:
nearly 4,000 drivers will have their licenses
suspended following a review of over 13,000
out-of-state notices, as well as a backlog of
62 commercial license notices dating back to
2016.
One unintended and potentially good consequence of this terrible accident is that it’s led

New Hampshire to modernize its DMV system and automate notices, so that paper
backlogs like this can’t build up in the future.
Additionally, the governor is now pushing the
state legislature to allow the NH DMV to become part of a computerized state-to-state
driver verification system using Real ID.

One of the biggest issues that the terrible
crash brought to light is that truck driver
Volodymyr Zhukovskyy had a number of driving offenses spread across multiple states -that obviously didn’t communicate effectively
with one another. Creating processes that
enhance communication of driving offenses
across state lines seems like a logical step
toward preventing catastrophes like this in
the future.

EURO5 EMISSIONS RULES EXPECTED TO
BRING TECH PROGRESS
The latest European emissions limits (Euro5)
will be introduced from the start of next year
on, and while many naysayers preach gloom
about tightening emissions laws, others predict that they will spur development, creating
bikes that are measurably better than their
predecessors.

Euro5 is the fifth iteration of European emissions limits that have got steadily stricter
since the original Euro1 came in 1999, and
the newest limits represent an astounding improvement over the two decades since: compared to the current Euro4 limits, Euro5
levels are down by a third.

The big news is the introduction of a limit for
'non- methane hydrocarbons' (NMHC) -- quite
literally hydrocarbons that aren’t methane -which wasn’t measured before. NMHC
makes up most of a bike’s HC emissions, so
the 0.068g/km limit is a particular challenge.
To reduce HC emissions in high-revving performance engines as well as at low revs, expect to see an explosion in the use of
variable valve timing (VVT) as well as higher
capacity engines to reduce reliance on higher
revs; both of which will boost performance.

On the downside, as the bikes get more impressive, they’ll also be more complicated,
making them more costly to produce, and
making maintenance more expensive.

Following are some of the student comments
from our evaluation sheets that we collect from
each of the students at the end of the MAP
presentation.

Their comments are not only interesting, but informative as well. They continually let us know
that they are hearing our message. Their words
let us know that we are on the right track with
our presentations.

06/12/19 - Desert Sage School – Deer Valley–
Skypilot, Bobbi, Buddha, Knucklehead

Teacher Comment:
Great Info, Great Presentation! Thank you for
presenting to my classes! It is always a pleasure
having you present!
Students Comments:

- I learned a lot more about predicting motorcycles and how to look for them better on the
road. Lots of examples to show what can happen when things aren’t done correctly.
- I liked the dog in the sidecar. I like knowing
more about how motorcyclists feel and learning
how to avoid them more. I don’t want to take a
life. I liked the videos to aid us in what to do
around riders.
- I liked learning more things about motorcycles,
because I didn’t really know a lot about them
and it was fun learning about it. I also liked the
different examples that were given because it
showed a better perspective.
- I liked learning about leather jackets and their
qualities. Knowing what becomes dangerous for
someone on a motorcycle. It was very good and
informational. I’ll be sure to pass this info onto
my family. Thank You!
- I liked how detailed the presentation was in
regards to the types of motorcycle collisions. I
liked the text in the presentation it was nice and
big an easy to read.
- How they all explained motorcycles. Also how
motorcyclists feel when they drive so we can get
sympathy for them and be careful and watch
out.
- I liked the worksheet and how interactive they
were. It was amazing and very entertaining.
- I enjoyed all the pictures and continuous repetition of important points. The presentation is

Brexit won’t exclude the UK from compliance,
as they’re already committed to remaining
aligned with EU rules and other non-EU
countries such as India and China are adopting similar standards.
FRENCH ROLL OUT ‘NOISE CAMERAS’
France has begun tackling loud motorcycle
exhausts, by installing a 'noise radar' capable
of identifying the offending vehicle, with the
device linked to Police CCTV cameras in
order to automatically issue fines.
In the UK, the Department for Transport has
likewise announced that they will be trialing
new 'noise cameras' in a bid to cut down on
illegal exhausts.
QUOTABLE QUOTE: “Washington is a city
surrounded on all four sides by reality.”
~ Florida Congressman Matt Gaetz

As before, Euro5’s introduction is staged.

Motorcycle Awareness Program
By Bobbi Hartmann

New models from January 1, 2020 must meet
the limits but manufacturers have an extra 12
months to adapt existing designs.

well detailed and very informational.
I very much enjoyed their outfits. It helps to understand what’s best to do when driving around
motorcyclists. I enjoy the video and its groovy
background music.

06/12/19 - Desert Sage School – Deer Valley–
Skypilot, Bobbi, Buddha, Knucklehead
Teacher Comment:
Valuable information and I always appreciate
you coming in to present. Well organized. Good
presentation.

Students Comments:
- I thought this presentation was entertaining
and informational. I learned things that I probably wouldn’t have thought about before. I will always check for motorcycles because they’re
hard to see. I will also yield the right of way.
- Reality. Shows how these crashes actually
happen. Shows and tells you literally how to
avoid things and their perspective. It explained
why motorcycles drive a certain way (makes
normal vehicle aware)
- I liked that they were detailed and were easy
to understand. I also like the interactive worksheet. It made things easier to remember for
me. Thank you for coming in to talk to us. I have
learned a lot that I didn’t know.
- I liked the depth of knowledge and their stories and personal experiences. The presentation
was interesting and showed a lot of info I wouldn’t have already known so I learned some new
things.
- Riders have a lot of experience. It showed me
how to specially accommodate motorcycles
while on the road. My actions can result in a
motorcyclists death, because they are less protected. I liked looking at the different bikes.
- The emphasis that’s placed on why knowing
how to drive with motorcycles on the road is important. Motorcyclists tend to be more exposed
than people in automobiles. That’s why it’s important to be aware of them.
I liked the pictures that included your explanation and the story of what happened. Good scenario examples that we could see as drivers in
the situation of an oncoming vehicle. I do like
the quiz at the end of the period.
- No one is allowed to take the right of way. Distraction is anything that takes your eyes off the
road. It was very informative from everything to
what they hear, to what they can’t see and how

different accidents affect the people in them.
- I liked how they knew what they were talking
about from all the experience they had. Pictures, stories shown. I liked how passionate
they were about everything they were talking
about.
- It taught me what motorcyclists can see and
what they can’t see. It taught me to be more
aware of them.

06/24/19 - Desert Sage School – Deer Valley–
Skypilot, Buddha, Ductape

Teacher Comment:
Thank you! Great presentation. Valuable information. Thank you for bringing all the people
you do.
Students Comments:

- You guys explained a lot of things I didn’t
know. You explained and made your thoughts
clear. You all were really friendly and I understood a lot more now and respect you guys.
- I liked that I got to learn more what to watch for
on motorcycles. I also got to know how it is on a
motorcycle in case I ever wanted to ride a bike
down the road in my life.
- Everything!! It’s awesome to see super cool
people with a great cause. This presentation
makes you think twice about watching for motorcycles. It’s really nice to see cool people doing
cool things but still educating and riding safely. I
thought you were all super awesome and had
great vibes and a great message.
- I found the presentation informative and entertaining over all an I know that I will use what I
learned from it.
- Their way of presenting was great, and clear
and concise. I learned some new things. Thank
You! The demo was also awesome.
- Everyone was friendly. Bruce was very informative and helped everyone understand what
point he wanted to show when doing the worksheet. Every question an answer was explained
thoroughly. There were pictures as well that got
the point across. The whole presentation was
very good.

continued page 6
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MMA of Arizona Calendar of Events
YOU CAN SUBMIT YOUR EVENT ONLINE AT OUR WEBSITE!

Follow the link below and simply fill out
the on-line form to get your event placed
onto the website and the Master MMA
event
calendar.
http://mma-az.org/events/

Motorcycle Awareness
Program continued

- I liked how you all were friendly and gave many facts about how to keep
motorcycle riders safe on the road. I also liked learning about how you
guys feel while on the road.
- I’m glad you put info about types of motorcycles and gear. Bruce is a
good presenter. Good voice inflection! The outside demo was cool! I like
hearing the inspirational story about rehab after an accident.
- The presentation was funny, relatable. There was good audience participation, lots of stories incorporated. You weren’t just reading off the slides. I
liked the key chains.
They gave us the damage and injuries, the rules when you drive, the solutions to avoid the damaging, the reasons why the cars have an accident
with motorcycles. They talked about different types of bikes and all the
questions, answers were very important and helpful. I loved it and all the
colors on the video.
- It kept my attention very easily. It helped me gain a better perspective of
the rider and what drivers should look for. Very informative and lots of statistics.

06/24/19 - Desert Sage School – Deer Valley– Skypilot, Buddha, Ductape, Bob
Teacher Comment:
Excellent presentation! Very informative for beginning student drivers.

Students Comments:
- I liked the quiz at the end. It helped cement the info in our brains. The
presenter were friendly and the images of crashes really helped stress the
importance of keeping a look out for motorcyclists. It was cool getting to
see the motorcycles up close.
- They viewed driving in a different way. For example: most people view
driving in a way that they are always trying to have the right of way, when
we should really be thinking “when can I yield to the next person”. Not
enough people think that way and it can change their lives forever.
- The presentation overall was great and I have learned a lot about why
most motorcycle accidents happen because people not paying attention
and left turns taken on incoming motorcycles.
- I enjoyed seeing and learning what it’s like in the eyes of a biker. I didn’t
realize how many things you had to learn to be able to ride a motorcycle.
- I liked the attention to detail on how risky it is to drive a motorcycle and
how aware other drivers should be. The car accident photos show how
fatal it is if you are not careful.
- I liked the quiz with the video because I actually had to pay attention to
answer the questions. It was organized and showed importance of undistracted driving. I liked the demo outside about not always judging motorcycle speed correctly.
- The images really sink in. You really drive the point home. Questions
were answered well and thoroughly. We had a clear demo with an actual
bike. They told stories to engage us.
- I like how they included statistics such as the number of registered motorcycle. I also liked how Bruce addressed some of the accidents. I am
glad that the power point was colorful I don’t like black and white.
- Everyone assumes the motorcycles are farther away. It shows how distracted drivers can really affect everyone on the road. Your eyes will gravitate towards the largest object, that’s why most people say “I didn’t see
them”. All of the motorcycle gear and its purposes were very interesting to
hear about. Most crashes occur because we did not see something in time.
- No matter what it is you are doing besides driving, you are a distracted
driver. I like to learn about how their leather can be worn in both warm and
cold because I never really thought about that. I also enjoyed the outside
demo.
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It’s finally getting cooler!

Remind everyone to Watch Out For
Motorcycles!

Chairman’s Report

The MMA has had some recent Changes to our
organization, Hollywood who has been our
Chairman for quite some time has stepped
down. I would like to say thankyou Hollywood
for your dedication to this organization and all
you have done. As many of you know his other
half Vine helped him threw out the years with
things that needed to get done. Vine all I can
say is Thank you for all your hard work and dedication to this organization, behind every man
there is a great woman and you are it. Without
you I am sure some things would have not been

done. We are not losing them they are still dedicated to the MMA.
I was overwhelmed at our Board meeting this
past July. I have been a board member for
about 10 years and an MMA member for so
long I cannot remember when I joined. I believe
it was year 2000.I was voted in as the new
Chairman. It is my honor to help keep this organization going along with all the hard-working
volunteers we must help us fight for our cause.

We are all getting older and I think as an organization we must get out there and reach out to
the younger generation and let them know how
important an MRO is and what we fight for. We
need to keep fighting for Motorcycle safety and
awareness in this state.

I am looking forward to seeing the MMA grow as
an organization.

Cindy Gates/Chairman of MMA
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Utah Police Admit They Profile MC Members

https://www.motorcycleprofilingproject.com
By Dave “Irish” Dohrmann

Motorcycle profiling is an issue that knows no
state bounds. From coast to coast, police and
other governmental agencies are violating the
constitutional rights of Motorcycle Club members. Typical of this trend, six members of a motorcycle club in Utah were recently stopped on
three separate occasions, all within an hour,
simply for associating with what one sheriﬀ supervisor referred to as a threat group. No traﬃc
infractions were issued.
This incident is is just the most recent in the undeniable pattern of evidence. Motorcycle profiling is proliferating nationally. The best hope of
combating this epidemic is cost free legislation
at the state and federal level that prohibits the
practice and provides a mechanism of relief for
victims.
Start of the Night

Just after midnight on August 18, 2019, members of the Undefined Limits Motorcycle Club
decided to go on a ride in beautiful Utah summer weather. Meeting at a Maverick gas station
to pick a destination, MC members noticed two
Utah police cars, carrying four oﬃcers, parked
oﬀ in the distance. Member Buster, believing
that a traﬃc stop was inevitable, waved the
other members of the group to the front. At the
first stop sign, a complete stop was made, and
both feet were on the ground. Regardless,
Buster and a hang-around of the club were
pulled over for a stop sign violation.
First Stop

Buster and the hang- around were pulled for a
stop sign violation. The two sheriﬀs approached
the riders with their hands on their firearms, and
demanded identification. After providing their
drivers licenses, for his and his brother’s safety,
Buster informed the sheriﬀs that he was carrying a firearm, and had a legal CCW, even
though no law in Utah dictates that holders are
required to do so. The two riders were told to
keep their hands on the handlebars, and keep
their kickstands up, while one oﬃcer wrote the
citation, and the other kept watch on the two riders. Thirty minutes into the stop, member Big
Rig came back to the scene to check on the
safety of his brothers. The sheriﬀ demanded his
identification since he “was on the scene.” No
citation was given to Big Rig. The total time for
the simple traﬃc stop of the two individuals,
took a total of forty-five minutes, a clear violation
of his civil liberties, as outlined in Rodriguez v.
United States.
Second Stop

After twenty minutes of waiting, several riders
decided to head back in the direction of the
Maverick Gas station. While pulling onto I-89,
member Clash noticed a Utah police car sitting
in the darkness with all of the lights oﬀ. Once
the group passed the parked patrol car, the
oﬃcer immediately pulled out and approached
the group. Quickly the oﬃcer pulled over the
rear rider, Clash, for an alleged turn signal violation. Clash was given a citation for an expired
drivers license, and a warning for the turn signal
violation. During the stop, the sheriﬀ mentioned
that the department had just “broken up” a party
being held by another Motorcycle Club, and the
sheriﬀs assumed the riders were coming from

said party.

The Real Reason for the Stops

Club members Tech and R2 pull into the Maverick gas station and are immediately pulled over
by one sheriﬀ for yet another alleged turn signal
violation. Member Tech asks to speak with a supervisor. Tech questioned the supervisor as the
real reason for the stops, since six members
were stopped in the previous forty-five to sixty
minutes. The supervisor responds, “ Why do
you think? Why do you think? “ Tech responds,
“because we have this on?!” , referring to his
vest. A Utah Police Supervisor responds, “You
are documented, ok. The (club name) are a
documented threat group, that’s how it is. So
that’s why we’re doing this. That’s why we’re
pulling people over,” showing a clear bias and
prejudice towards Motorcycle Club members.
Neither rider was issued a citation, though both
were given written warnings.

None of the six Club members had any registration or insurance verified by the Davis County
Sheriﬀs, nor were any inspections stickers verified. This is one of the reasons the MPP believes this was nothing more than a intelligence
gathering expedition.

Legislative Relief

The above events are just one more reason
why legislative relief is needed in Utah, and
across the country. The intrusions on individuals
civil liberties, simply for expressing their 1st
Amendment right to freely associate needs to
stop. And as the MPP has demonstrated, Motorcycle Profiling bills are the correct avenue to
take.

Hunter Sills Racing Earns Four World Records and
One U.S. National Record at the AMA
https://blog.bikernet.com

Associated Press | WENDOVER, Utah – September 10, 2019

Hunter Sills Racing captured five records with
its BMW S 1000 RR at the Bonneville Salt Flats
in Wendover, Utah, during the Bonneville Motorcycle Speed Trials event held Aug. 24–29,
2019. The team also earned Top Time of the
Meet and Fastest Naturally Aspirated Motorcycle and increased the speed of their world’s
fastest BMW motorcycle to 238.398 mph. Both
riders, Erin Sills and Trev Richter of Hunter Sills
Racing, earned 1000cc FIM records aboard a
nitrous-powered BMW bike affectionately known
as “Snoopy.”

With improving track conditions over the week,
the team was able to set records early, then progressively improve them over the event. Ultimately, Sills piloted the Alpine Performance
Centre-built BMW S 1000 RR to 237.287 mph to
earn the FIM kilometer record in the faired, naturally aspirated 1000cc class; a record that was
previously set in 2014 by her late husband Andy
Sills, also of Hunter Sills Racing, at 221.863
mph. Erin was later able to improve her own
FIM mile record set in 2018 on the Uyuni Salt
Flats in Bolivia at 229.265 mph, making the new
mark 236.889 mph.

“After the poor track conditions presented by
Mother Nature during Speedweek, we were
looking forward to seeing how our bike would
perform on a better course,” said Sills, rider and
owner of Hunter Sills Racing. “Shane Kinderis of
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Alpine Performance Centre put together an incredible motor which performed beautifully with
the Wizards of NoS nitrous system. I also found
the AirTech fairing to be incredibly stable and
grounded at speed.”
“Our senior race technician Curtice Thom
worked alongside Shane Kinderis again, a pairing that has proven to be very successful over
the years. They did an excellent job of keeping
the bike in peak performance, and I’m very
pleased with our results. As always, we owe a
great amount of success with this project to our
many technical partners,” added Gary Orr,
owner of San Diego BMW Motorcycles and
Hunter Sills Racing team member.

Richter, known previously for his “Race For Relief” charity effort World’s Fastest BMW GS
(http://huntersillsracing.com/race-for-relief2018/), also saw much success in his first event
racing the BMW S 1000 RR, winning back a
record the team lost in Bolivia in 2017 to Nick
Genet. Richter increased the FIM and AMA
1000cc naturally aspirated un-faired (“naked”)
mile record to 195.674 mph and the FIM kilometer record to 196.206 mph.
“Riding the over 275 horsepower motorcycle
without a fairing presents a unique physical
challenge, but the team gave me a bike and
suspension set-up that enabled me to reach my
goal of earning World and National records in
my first event,” said Richter.
Hunter Sills Racing is also proud of its contributions to the Bonneville Motorcycle Speed Trials
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racing community during the week. With the express permission of the Bureau of Land Management, the team built and donated a mock
“Bonneville Salt Flats” sign which was installed
at the entrance of the Salt Flats for the weeklong event. Following the event, HSR auctioned
the sign, earning $4,000 to benefit a fallen rider
who needed help with medical bills. Erin Sills
also continued her Shemoto Scholarship,
awarding $2,000 to the Buell Sisters team of
Ashley Woodford.

The next event for Hunter Sills Racing will be in
support of the Women Riders World Relay, a
year-long around-the-world journey of over
10,000 female motorcyclists. Erin Sills will participate in the WRWR’s United States relay Oct.
2-12, 2019.

The team would like to thank their sponsors who
make all of this possible: Top 1 Oil, San Diego
BMW Motorcycles, Alpine Performance Centre,
Colorado ADVmoto, WomenRidersNow.com,
BMW Motorrad USA, Helite Airbags, JBA Speed
Shop, Motochic, Moto-Skiveez, Ohlins USA, PitBull Motorcycle Stands, Racer Gloves USA,
Remus Exhaust, Schuberth Helmets, Sprint Filter, Wizards of NoS, Worldwide Bearings, and
Wunderlich.
About Hunter Sills Racing:

Hunter Sills Racing is a female-owned professional land speed racing team including motor
builder Shane Kinderis of Alpine Performance
Centre, Gary Orr of San Diego BMW Motorcycles, race technician Curtice Thom, and riders

Hunter Sills Racing

continued

Erin Sills and Trev Richter. The team races in
memory of the late Andy Sills. Together, the
team has earned over 40 World and National
records, two Guinness World Book records, Mojave Mile 200 MPH Club membership, Mojave
Magnum 200 MPH Club membership, BUB 201
MPH Club membership, Bonneville SCTA 200
MPH Club membership, El Mirage SCTA 200
MPH Club membership, top average mile speed

to-date of 238 MPH, and title of World’s Fastest
BMW. When not racing the Salt Flats, Richter
and Sills both serve as off-road adventure motorcycle riding coaches. Erin Sills has been
named 2013 Advertising Age Woman To Watch,
2014 American Motorcyclist Association Female
Athlete of the Year, 2014 University of Cincinnati
Lindner College of Business Distinguished
Alumni and is a retired executive with Face-

book, Inc. A frequent speaker on behalf of the
sport of motorcycling, Sills also serves on the
board of directors for the American Motorcyclist
Association Hall of Fame Foundation, the FIM
Women’s Commission, WomenRidersNow.com
and is the founder of the Shemoto Scholarship
for females in the sport.

Your Weekly Biker Bulletin from Inside the
Beltway

states with at least one lawmaker signed on.
This is a testament to the nationwide strength of
the MRF.

Ensuring motorcycles are part of all testing and
development procedures;
AV manufacturers must be required to detail
and make public how their vehicles identify motorcycles among other road users. Manufacturers must also include human error analysis in
safety reports; and
AV manufacturers must report incidents between AVs and motorcycles just as they would
incidents between AVs and other road users.
Manufacturers must also include human error
analysis in crash data and reporting.

News from the MRF
For the most part, D.C. in August is a very quiet
time, both the House and the Senate are in recess until Labor Day. However, August does
allow the D.C. team more face time with staff
and the chance to follow up on legislative issues. Below are updates on a few of the projects the D.C. team has been working on in the
last few weeks.

Profiling Resolution – We are currently at 69
cosponsors listed publicly but we have received
commitments from at least 3 other offices that
they will be added shortly. We have gained
great traction with important offices including
members of the Congressional Black Caucus
(CBC). The CBC is a force within the Democratic House Caucus and has a large number of
Members on the Judiciary Committee (where
our resolution was referred).
The D.C. team has done 147 in-person meetings since May, which covers 34% of Congress.
That doesn’t count all the meetings our members did during “Bikers Inside the Beltway.” It’s
fair to say that nearly half of Congress has
heard from the Motorcycle Riders Foundation in
person in the last 4 months.
Our two main champions, Congressman Tim
Walberg and Congressman Michael Burgess
are very impressed with our efforts. We are
making them look good. We are at 29 different

In early September we have a private strategy
meeting scheduled with Congressman Walberg.
We will make the case that, we at the MRF,
have upheld our end of the bargain and driven
numerous cosponsors to the resolution. Now it
is time for our Capitol Hill champions to take the
ball and get it in the end zone. We will need
leaders like Mr. Walberg to make the final push
and ask their colleagues to move the resolution
forward to a vote.

Autonomous Vehicle Legislation – Because
of the hard work done by Megan and Tiffany
previously, as well as the strong relationship our
members from South Dakota, have with Senator
Thune, the MRF was invited to offer comments
and suggested language to both the House and
Senate Committee considering AV legislation
this Congress. In a joint letter from the MRF,
Harley Davidson and the American Motorcyclist
Association we outlined our priorities for autonomous vehicle legislation.
The fact the MRF and the other motorcycle lobbying groups in D.C. were asked to participate
in the drafting of the language is a good sign
that motorcycles are being considered when
this legislation is being drafted.
Examples of our priorities include:

Transportation Bill – The Senate Public Works
Committee began the long process of crafting a
transportation and infrastructure bill. The ball is
then passed to the Senate Commerce Committee which has jurisdiction over NTSHA. This is
where the motorcycle provisions like “funding for
motorcycle only check points” will be considered. We have reached out to Senate Commerce Committee members and will do so with
their colleagues in the House. This will likely be
an important area where specific SMROs can
be helpful with the targeted asked of their lawmakers. The timetable on a transportation bill is
always moving but we are prepared to be part
of the discussion whenever legislation is undertaken.

We are excited to see everyone in Minnesota in
September. Enjoy the rest of your Summer.

Tiffany and Rocky

MCC Response to Carl Bastedo Letter
https://www.motorcycling.ca
August 23, 2019

The Motorcyclists Confederation of Canada
(MCC) would like to clarify some factual errors in Mr. Bastedo’s letter published on DirectMotocross.com on August 21, 2019.

MCC is an independent national not-for-profit
advocacy organization for the promotion of motorcycling interests. Our mandate is to support
all riders. We unite various motorcycle racing
disciplines across Canada and foster the growth
and development of competition motorcycling in
Canada.

In his letter, Mr. Bastedo states: “Thru its
(MMIC) arm, the Motorcyclists Confederation of
Canada, MCC, have decided to boycott the FIM
sanctioned Motocross of Nations.”

This statement contains two factual errors. MCC
and MMIC are not for profit organizations that
are separate and independent of each other.
We share a common mailing address. MCC is
not an “arm” of MMIC.
MCC has at no time “boycotted” the MXoN, nor
have we encouraged others to do so. We are
aware that there are individuals who have expressed their feelings about how Canadian motorcycle racing is currently being managed.
MCC has intentionally stayed out of this conversation.
MCC is not involved in The Motocross of Nations (MXoN), nor any other competitive races.
Race promoters operate independent of the
MCC. As such, it is incorrect to imply that MCC
could in any way cause or be responsible for
the cancellation of Canada’s participation in this

The Inaugural ‘Bring the Ruckus’
https://quickthrottle.com

By Justin James

Over the last decade and a half, I have attended, entered or judged more custom motorcycle shows than I can even count. Throughout

all these shows, I have seen issues such as biased judging, questionable rules and senseless
scoring criteria produce results that are profoundly blasphemous. A custom bike show
should be more than just a best paint, dollars invested or popularity contest. Since I am a man
of action, I decided I would do my part to com-

race.

Members of our Competition Council represent
national racing organizations. In fact, this year,
at the request of the racing organizations, the
MCC Competition Council Protest Resolution
Tribunal was formed. This arm’s length neutral
body provides impartial and unbiased decisions
on protests that cannot be resolved at the track.

At MCC it is our mandate to come together in
the spirit of cooperation to create a stronger,
unified national motorcycling community.

Sincerely,

Dave Millier, Chair
Motorcyclists Confederation of Canada
chair@motorcycling.ca
motorcycling.ca

bat this nonsense by organizing my own show.

The first task at hand was to develop classes
and judging guidelines that would level the playing field.

continued page 10
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District Updates

Eagle/Leather District Report
NO REPORT

Rim Country District Report

Ok… Gonna try this out for now, but I ain’t promising nuthin’.

Great Ridin’ weather up here ‘round the rim’. Specially enjoy it during the
weekdays when there’s less flatlander cages crawlin’ all over. Oughta try
it bros. – puttin’ thru the forests, smellin’ the trees, dodgin’ wildfife. Reminds me of back home. Every biker up here’s a bro that’ll actually stop to
help ya on the road. We need to hang together always and we all need to
recruit new blood. It’s gettin’ serious guys. No time for complacency.
When ya pick up yer copy of this rag & finish absorbing all the info in
here… Pass it along to a friend (or even a stranger). Ask ‘em to join us.
The more bro’s we get together gives us a stronger voice towards protecting our rights & in the bigger picture, helps to protect our constitution. It
tells those “other” that we’re here… & we’re watchin’. So wake up… Use
it or lose it. Don’t let those “others” decide your fate.
In the meantime, our contributions help families at Thanksgiving, kids at
Christmas & our fellow down & out bros all year long. Get up & join up.
Ok… Nuff of that shit.

Our Bikini Bike Wash had the largest turnout yet. In attendance were:
MMA, ABATE, Old Bastard & some independents. The band “Bison” was
great… with ice cold brews & great food from “Bandits”. We raised (after
expeses) over $2200 for our charities. Our gun raffle was won by the gal
who tends bar next door at the Chalet. Thanx go out to Cooch & Hard-

ware for movin’ the merchandise & tickets and to everyone that donated
items for the raffle.

At our last state board meeting there were a few important changes. After
15 years of service, Hollywood & Vine have stepped down as Chairman &
Membership Officers, respectively. Cindy Gates was then voted in as our
new Chairman. Also, Dan “Breeze” Clore was voted in as Vice Chairman.
There’s still a couple of open positions on the board, if anyone’s interested, eh?

New venue for this year’s Campn’ Jam at the Cabin Bar & Grill in Overgard on Labor Day weekend. Plenty of free campin’ & lotsa good food.
$1000 raffle won by Dwayne Smith. Our state rally this year on Oct, 4, 5 &
6th at Punkin’ Center in Tonto Basin has “Frozen Fire” playing on Friday
and Saturday. Come check it out. Kind’ve odd writing all this, weeks
ahead of time cuz by the time ya’ll read this, the leaves’ll prob’ly be
changin’ colors. But we’ve got things happening every month, so make it
a point to visit yer local MMA District at their next monthly meeting. (Nov –
Birds on Bikes). (Dec – Kids Toy Runs).
Till then “Keep it Vertical” Motel

Verde Valley District Report

The Inaugural ‘Bring the Ruckus’
What I came up with was 4 classes and a criteria that would place emphasis on craftsmanship,
innovation, originality and functionality. Once all
that was in place, I went about fabricating all the
first prize trophies. I wanted the absolute best
venue and party for the show, so I reached out
to Anna Padilla at Road Rider of Reno, Candice
at Law Tigers Nevada and party animal Ricky
Bongos.
Law Tigers Nevada assisted with promotion and
kicked in swag for runner up prizes and freebies
for all attendees. As she always does, Anna
threw together a great party complete with a
taco truck, beer vendor, bike wash babes and
local radio personality Deidra to DJ/emcee.
Ricky Bongos made the trip up from Vegas and
brought his awesome USA made products,
which he gave out as prizes to ALL Sportsters
that entered the show. Highly regarded local
motorcycle photographer Trent Dowell/TD Photography brought out his mobile photo booth
and never stopped the bike shoots.

All in all, the show was a success. Total entries
were on par with every bike rally show I have attended over the past couple of years. We drew
in a diverse mix of bikes including big wheel

NO REPORT

continued

baggers, lowriders, custom choppers, club style,
café racers and rat bikes. Custom motorcycle
legend Mondo of Denver’s Choppers was even
in attendance and offered me some very kind
words. The best part… we will be throwing this
bash again next year. If you attend next year’s
Street Vibrations Spring Rally and want to join in
on the party be sure to come by Road Rider of
Reno.
Show Winners

Best of Show:
Steve Call –

H-D FLHTCU

Big Wheel Bagger
Built To Shred
Winner:

Jerry Villavalencia–

H-D FXDB Club Style

Built To Shred Runner Up:

Steve “Thunder” Schuck –

H-D FXR Club Style

Metric Winner: Daisy Averill–

Yamaha XS650 Rigid Chopper

Metric Runner Up: Robert Morrow –

Yamaha Roadstar Custom

Heavy Metal Winner: Steve Call –

H-D FLHTCU Big Wheel Bagger

Heavy Metal Runner Up: Allen Bigby –

Custom chopper

Play Toy Winner: Purple Slice –

Vintage Hodaka 2 Stroke

Louisiana Appeals Court Upholds Class Action Against
Red Light Cameras
https://www.thenewspaper.com

New Orleans, Louisiana, will now have to pay
back millions in illegally issued red light camera
tickets. The state Court of Appeals last week
found that the city broke the law by allowing
American Traffic Solutions (ATS, now Verra Mobility) to issue tickets in 2008 under an ordinance that improperly placed authority for
adjudicating tickets in the city's Department of
Public Works (DPW). The New Orleans city
charter specifies that all traffic regulation enforcement duties belong to the police department.

"The ATES [Automated Traffic Enforcement
System] is a traffic regulation," Chief Judge
James F. McKay III wrote for the three-judge appellate panel. "The city's attempt to have the
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DPW enforce a traffic regulation like the ATES
was patently violative of the city's home rule
charter. Because the DPW had no authority
under the city's home rule charter to administer,
adjudicate, and enforce the original ATES regulation, the original ATES ordinance was unlawful, invalid, and null and void ab initio."
Though the argument against the photo ticketing system was simple, attorney Joseph R.
McMahon III has been waging this legal battle
for the past nine years. The city has filed appeals and challenged the case at every step of
the way. Now McMahon has an appellate decision upholding the $25,612,690 judgment that
the lower court judge entered against the city.
The judgment specified that refunds were due
to every motorist ticketed by the system between 2008 and 2010.
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"As a result of the invalid ordinances, the affected citizenry, who were erroneously mandated to pay the city these fees and fines, are
entitled to be made whole," Judges Paula A.
Brown and Dale N. Atkins wrote in a concurring
opinion.

Louisiana has a history of scandal with its automated ticketing machines. Jefferson Parish was
caught allowing Redflex lobbyists to receive a
3.2 percent of the profit from each ticket. In New
Orleans, the city inspector general uncovered
an arrangement that allowed individual police
officers to fill their own pockets with red light
camera cash by "reviewing" citations while off
the clock through a limited liability company.

‘Bullitt’ Mustang auction-bound next January
at Kissimmee sale
The Highland Green 1968 Mustang fastback
that starred alongside Steve McQueen in Bullitt
is, quite possibly, the most-recognized Ford
Mustang on the planet, despite spending
decades in the shadows. After returning to the
spotlight in 2018, the car has made appearances at auto shows, museums, concours d’elegance events, and even on the National Mall in
Washington, D.C. The Bullitt Mustang has been
in the Kiernan family since 1974, but next January may well become the most expensive Mustang ever sold at auction when it crosses the
stage during Mecum’s Kissimmee, Florida, sale.
In January 1968, Warner Brothers purchased a
pair of S-code Highland Green Mustang fastbacks, with sequential vehicle identification
numbers, for use in the filming of the movie.
Chassis 8R02S125558 was modified for use as
the stunt car, while its twin, chassis
8R02S125559, was selected as the hero car,
used primarily for close-ups. Both received
chassis reinforcements, heavy-duty front
springs, Koni shocks and a thicker anti-roll bar,
and their already-potent 390 V-8s gained machined heads, larger four-barrel carburetors and
a hotter ignition for added performance.

From there, the paths of the two cars diverged.
Chassis 558 received a roll bar that doubled as
a camera mount, and a small generator
(needed to power cameras and lights) was installed in its trunk. Once production of the movie
wrapped, only one of the cars – chassis 559 –
remained in salable condition, while the badly
damaged stunt car, chassis 558, was sold for
scrap. Long considered lost to history, chassis
558 surfaced early last year, rescued from a
Mexican junkyard in 2016.

the screen-used Mustang. Marranca kept the
car until 1974, when it sold to Robert Kiernan
for the same $6,000 the detective had paid for it
in 1970.
In 1977, Steve McQueen contacted the Kiernans looking to reacquire the Bullitt Mustang,
which was then in use as a daily driver. An
equivalent Mustang was offered in exchange
(plus, presumably, some unspecified amount of
cash), but the New Jersey couple opted to keep
the Bullitt Mustang instead. In 1979, Robert’s
wife Robbie purchased “Bulitt” vanity plates for
the couple’s anniversary, and nearly 40 years
later, these remain on the car.
In 1989, the Kiernans – now with nine-year-old
son Sean – relocated to Kentucky, and then six
years later, to Tennessee. Numerous Mustang
collectors (and print publications) contacted the
family over the years, inquiring about the Bullitt
Mustang, but the answer was always the same;
the car wasn’t for sale, and they weren’t interested in having the car featured in a magazine.
Circa 2001, Robert and Sean began a restoration of the car, but the project didn’t progress at
the originally intended speed and was soon set
aside.

Robert Kiernan died in 2014, passing the Mustang along to Sean. A year later, Sean let slip to
his boss, Casey Wallace, that he was the owner
of the car, prompting Wallace to enlist the help
of friend and filmmaker Ken Horstmann to document the car’s history. One minor detail delayed
the start of the video’s production: In 2015, the
Bullitt Mustang was in pieces, the restoration
begun in 2001 never completed.

Chassis 559 was purchased by Warner Brothers employee Robert Ross, who kept the car for
nearly two years before advertising it for sale in
Hemmings Motor News in 1970. Its next owner,
fittingly, was New Jersey police detective Frank
Marranca, who reportedly paid Ross $6,000 for

Instead of hastily restoring the irreplaceable
Mustang, Sean instead opted to reassemble the
car, which remains largely original throughout
(its rebuilt and repainted 390 V-8 a notable exception). This task was completed in 2016, and
on July 4, Sean fired the 390 V-8 for the first
time in 15-plus years. In 2017, the Mustang was

https://blog.bikernet.com

cidents.

reunited with a member of the McQueen family
– Molly McQueen, Steve’s granddaughter – who
met with Sean at a Ford design studio in Dearborn, Michigan.

Its reemergence came in January 2018, at the
North American International Auto Show in Detroit, Michigan. Three months later, thanks to its
place on the National Historic Vehicle Register,
it was displayed on the National Mall, part of an
Historic Vehicle Association exhibit that included
the first Chrysler minivan (a 1984 Plymouth Voyager LE) and the Ferrari-replica Modena Spyder
that appeared in Ferris Bueller’s Day Off. In July
2018, the Bullitt Mustang appeared at the Goodwood Festival of Speed, where it was driven up
the hill in pursuit of a black ’68 Dodge Charger
said to be used in the filming of the movie.

The decision to sell a car that’s been a part of
his family for 45 years could not have been an
easy one for Sean, but it’s worth remembering
that the Bullitt Mustang is no ordinary collector
car. The demands of ownership include constant appearance requests, the liabilities of
shipping (in some cases, internationally), and,
ironically, the inability to simply enjoy the car for
the occasional drive without interruption or serious financial risk. Though some will view this as
cashing in on the car’s history, it’s almost surely
about returning to a normal life, albeit one with a
comfortable reserve in the bank.

Dana Mecum announced the Bullitt Mustang’s
upcoming sale, alongside Sean Kiernan, at the
firm’s Monterey auction. No pre-auction estimate has been announced, though it’s a safe
bet that the sale will set a record for a Ford
Mustang sold at auction.

Mecum’s Kissimmee Auction takes place January 2-12, 2020, at the Osceola Heritage Park in
Kissimmee, Florida. For further details, visit
Mecum.com.
News from https://www.hemmings.com

Stark & Stark to Host Family of Harley-Davidson Co-Founder
at OC BikeFest in Ocean City, Maryland
Ocean City, MD, September 6, 2019: Stark &
Stark will be hosting six presentations by the descendants of a Harley-Davidson founder at OC
BikeFest motorcycle rally on Sept. 12 -15, 2019.
These hour-long events will take place at the
Seacrets Jamaica USA parking lot (117 49th St.,
Ocean City, MD), on Thursday, Sept. 12th from
12:00 pm-1:00 pm and 2:00 pm-3:00 pm, on Friday, Sept. 13th from 2:00 pm-3:00 pm and 7:00
pm-8:00 pm, and on Saturday, Sept. 14th from
1:00 pm-2:00 pm and 4:00 pm-5:00 pm.

Stark & Stark, a full service New Jersey law firm,
will also be presenting fun giveaways and addressing various legal topics for attendees. One of
Stark & Stark’s 30 practices, known informally as
“the Riders’ Lawyers,” focuses solely on representing individuals injured as a result of motorcycle ac-

Jean Davidson and Jon Davidson Oeflein will be
speaking about growing up with the legendary
founders of Harley-Davidson. Jean’s grandfather,
Walter Davidson, was one of the four founders and
first president of Harley-Davidson, while her father
was VP of manufacturing.

Jean began riding a Harley at the age of 12 and
became the owner of the largest Harley-Davidson
dealership in Wisconsin. She rubbed shoulders
with Harley and Davidson family members, famous racers and even Evel Knievel. She has
shared her experiences through two books and is
known as a talented storyteller who has captivated
thousands of motorcycle enthusiasts through her
speaking engagements.

scores our commitment to the bikers’ community,”
said Joel R. Rosenberg, a partner with Stark &
Stark and member of the firm’s Personal Injury
Group.

“We want to celebrate the exciting history of motorcycles, but also help today’s riders be safer and
well aware of their rights,” he explained. In addition to introducing the speakers and serving as
MC, Mr. Rosenberg will be on hand to discuss motorcycle safety and legal issues, including how to
communicate with insurance companies and juries
if an accident occurs.

For more information, please visit:
https://www.facebook.com/events/5203112854062
58/

“Presenting these wonderful speakers under-
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MMA of Arizona Business Member Listing by City

At Large

Sober Riders MC, Inc
Organizations and Clubs
Business Life Member

Apache Junction

American Legion Riders Post 27
1018 S. Meridan Rd.
Apache Junction, AZ 85220
602-541-2441
www.ajlrpost27.org
Business Life Member

Captain’s Bar
300 W. Apache Trail #118
Apache Junction, AZ 85217
480-288-2590
Business Life Member

Avondale

Dart Cycle Worx
1060 N. Eliseo Felix Way Ste. 10
Avondale, AZ 85323
623-925-5503
www.dartcycleworx.com
Business Life Member

Camp Verde

Ligon Excavation
636 S McCracken Ln.
Camp Verde, AZ 86322
928-300-2126
Business Life

Clarkdale

10-12 Lounge
910 Main St
Clarkdale, AZ 86324
928) 639-0800

Verde Valley Moose Lodge 1449
1051 S Broadway
Clarkdale, AZ 86324
Business Life

Coolidge

Tags Cafe
156 N. AZ Blvd.
Coolidge, AZ 85128
520-723-1013

Cottonwood

ABC Body Shop
1269 E Cherry St
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
928-634-6442
Business Life

Bedrock Landscape Materials & Supplies
770 E State Route 89A,
Cottonwood, AZ 85302
928-634-1490
Business Life Member

Chaparral Bar
325 S. Main St.
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
928-254-1307 928-634-2131

Kactus Kate’s Bar
929 N. Main St.
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
928-634-7822

The American Legion Riders Post 25
Business Life Member
Scherich Insurance LLC
657 E Cottonwood St, Ste 6C,
Cottonwood AZ 86326
928-567-0335
Seitz Architectural Design
728 Cove Parkway
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
928-646-1788, 928-301-2620
Business Life Member
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The Bar at Strombolli’s
321 S. Main St.
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
928-634-3838

The Steak-N- Stuff
1100 S SR 260 #21
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
602-571-8142
Business Member

Cornville

Old Corral Bar
11375 E Cornville Rd
Cornville, AZ 86325
928-649-9495

Gilbert

Team Arizona Motorcyclist
Training Center
36 N. William Dillard Dr.
Gilbert, AZ 85233
480-998-9888, 480-236-2997
Business Life Member

Glendale

Charley’s Place
4324 W. Thunderbird Rd.
Glendale, AZ 85306
602-439-1668
Business Life Member

Limey Riders
Post Office Box 780
Glendale, AZ 85311
623-930-9165
Business Life Member

US Military Vets MC
500 N. Estrella Parkway #B514
Goodyear, AZ 85338-2894
361.944.0032
Business Life Member

Humboldt

Arizona Trike Shop
3650 AZ-69
Humboldt, AZ 86329
928-632-8910
Business Life Member
Mayer

Smokin’ Harley’s Steakhouse
11255 AZ-69
Mayer, AZ 86333
928-379-8480 928-632-4255
Business Life Member

Mesa

America’s Ultra Clean
Carpet Cleaning
738 E. Dana Suite A
Mesa, AZ 85204
480-206-4003
Business Life Member

Mainstreet Motorcycles
9750 E. Apache Tr.
Mesa, AZ 85207
480-357-7595
Business Life Member

VIII Society M/C
7930 E. 1st Ave.
Mesa, AZ 85208
480-227-2690
Business Life Member

New River

Roadrunner Restaurant & Saloon
47801 N. Black Canyon Highway
New River, AZ 85087
623-465-9903
Business Life Member
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Blair’s Trading Post
626 N. Navajo Dr.
Page, AZ 86040
928-645-3008
www.blairstradingpost.com
Business Life Member

Fred’s Liquor Store
902 N. Navajo Dr.
Page, AZ 86040
520-645-3575
Business Life Member

Page Boy Motel
150 N. Lake Powell Blvd.
Page, AZ 86040
928-645-2416
www.pageboymotel.us
Business Life Member

Page Honda
915 Coppermine Rd.
Page, AZ 86046
928-645-3251 800-432-6923
www.pagehonda.com
Business Life Member
Ranch House Grille
819 N. Navajo Dr.
Page, AZ 86040
928 645-1420
Business Life Member

Windy Mesa Bar
800 N. Navajo Dr.
Page, AZ 86040
928-645-2186
Business Life Member
Payson

All-Clene Carpet Cleaners
609 W. Bridle Path Lane
Payson, AZ 85541
928-468-1358, 480-734-3436
www.all-clene.com
Business Life Member
Amon Builders, Inc.
903 E. Hwy 260 #6
Payson, AZ 85541
928-474-0689
www.amonbuilders.com
Business Life Member

Lil Joe’s Leathers
Post Office Box 839
Payson, AZ 85547
800-643-3321, 928-200-3665
www.liljoesleather.com
Business Life Member
Mazatzal Casino
AZ-87
Payson, AZ 85541
800-777-7529
Business Life Member

Miller Auto Works
600 W. Main St. Suite A
Payson, AZ 85541
928-468-8855
Business Life Member

Payson Packaging
106 Bonita St.
Payson, AZ 85541
928-474-5260
www.paysonpackaging.com
RTD Automotive
3898 E Az Highway 260
Payson, AZ 85541
928- 468-6164

Tonto Silk Screen & Embroidery
403 W. FRONTIER ST.
PAYSON, AZ 85541
928-474-4207

Peoria

Airepros Air Conditioning
& Heating LLC
24654 N. Lake Pleasant Pkwy
Peoria AZ 85383, Suite 103-340
623-225-8199 623-225-6116
Business Life Mem

CJ Creations
10348 W. Cashman
Peoria, AZ 85383
623-412-2110
Business Life Member

Phoenix

Alex & Associates
Attorney at Law
1717 E. Bell Rd., Suite #1
Phoenix, AZ 85022
602-971-1775
www.alexandassociates.com
Business Life Member

Angelo Bellone CPA-PLC
3420 E. Shea Blvd. #140
Phoenix, AZ 85028
602-765-6111
Business Life Member

Breyer Law Offices
15715 S 46th St Ste 100
Phoenix, AZ
480-505-2162
Business Life

Greer Wilson Funeral Home
5921 W. Thomas Rd.
Phoenix, AZ 85033
623-245-0994 623-262-4565
Business Life Member

Law Tigers
362 N. 3rd Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85003
602-516-0000 602-271-0183
www.lawtigers.com
Business Life Member

Renegade Classics
3102 E. Cactus Rd.
Phoenix, AZ 85032
602-595-9598
Business Life Member

Skinny Dipping Pools
18655 N. 35th Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85027
602-292-4033
www.skinnydippingpools.com
Business Life Member

Scottsdale

Southwest Trikes
7430 E. Butherus
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
480-951-7171
Business Life Member

Sedona

Olde Sedona Bar & Grill
1405 State Route 89A
Sedona, AZ 86336
928-282-5670

PJ’s Village Pub, Inc.
40 W. Cortez #7
Sedona, AZ 86351
928-284-2250
www.pjsvillagepub.com

Strawberry

Bandits Restaurant & The Dirty Cowboy
Saloon Bar and Restaurant
5079 N Hwy 87
Strawberry, AZ 85544
928-363-4075

MotorcycleSafari.com
928-476-1955

Show Low

Days Inn - Show Low
480 W. Duece Of Clubs
Show Low, AZ 85901
928-537-4356
Business Life Member

Native New Yorker #12
391 W. Duece Of Clubs
Show Low, AZ 85901
928-532-5100
Business Life Member

Springerville

American Legion Post #30
825 E. Main
Springerville, AZ 85938
928-339-4475 928-551-3320
Business Life Member

Tempe

Aflac Insurance
209 E. Baseline Rd., E203
Tempe, AZ 85283
480-686-4346 480-838-9020
britton_johnson@us.aflac.com
Business Life Member

American Legion Riders Tempe Post #2
2125 S. Industrial Park Ave.
Tempe, AZ 85282
Business Life Member

Beyer Appliance Service Inc.
1797 W University Dr #172
Tempe, AZ 85281
480-659-1400
Business Life

Tonopah

Booga Red’s
521 E. Main St.
Springerville, AZ 85938
928-333-2640 928-245-1670
Business Life Member

Tonopah Joe’s Family Restaurant
41101 W. Indian School road
Tonopah, AZ 85354
623-386-3895
Business Life Member

Mad Mario’s Breakfast & BBQ
3964 E AZ HWY 260
Star Valley, AZ 85541
928-978-3705
Business Member

Curly’s Customs Motorcycle Shop
12040 N. 111th Avenue
Youngtown, AZ 85363
623-977-0339, 623-764-6562
Business Life Member

Surprise

Law Offices of Richard M. Lester
21054 Sherman Way, 3rd Floor
Canoga Park, CA 91303
800-521-2425
Business Life Member

Star Valley

Spur Bar
3964 E AZ HWY 260
Star Valley, AZ 85541
928-472-7787
Business Member

Arizona Dragon Slayer Exterminator
26307 N. 157th Ave.
Surprise, AZ 85387
602-526-0919 602-526-1312
Business Life Member

Youngtown

Other

H & H Plumbing & Drain Cleaning
16772 W. Bell Road Suite 110 #233
Surprise, AZ 85374
632-322-9100
www.HandHplumbingAZ.com
Business Life Member

$4,000.00
Accidental Death and
Dismemberment Insurance
To all MMA-AZ Members
*****AS OF July,2016*****

Hello all,

I am pleased to announce that all Members of MMA-AZ now
have their Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance increased from ($3,500.00) Three Thousand Five -Hundred Dollars to ($4,000.00) Four Thousand Dollars.

MMA-AZ is the first Motorcycle origination to have secured this
cost free insurance in Arizona. The Membership officer will personally be mailing out this announcement with A.I.L. information
in the very near future.

Please remember that if you want to be contacted by a A.I.L.
Representative you must mail in their correspondence that will be
in the letter that we are sending you.
If you do not want to be contacted by an A.I.L. Representative do
not send this information in to A.I.L. A.I.L. does not have your
contact information unless you send in their reply card.
It’s that simple -- you need to do nothing to have this increase to
($4,000.00) Four Thousand Dollars of Accidental Death & Dismemberment Insurance.

If you have been thinking about getting more insurance or any
other type of insurance --- by all means please use the Insurance
Company that is sponsoring this $4,000.00 of Accidental Death
and Dismemberment Insurance benefit to us MMA-AZ Members.
Below is the web site and phone contact for American Income
Life Insurance Company for MMA-AZ Members.
www.ailife.com/benefits/SGLLB
1-800-495-1213

Remember, if you want to be contacted send it in, if you do not
what to be contacted do not send it in. That’s the way it works.
C. J. Swinford
Chairman Emeritus
602-620-7110
CJSWINFORD@COX.NET

Help promote motorcycle
education and awareness.
:e are a 501C3 Corporation.
3OHDVHGRQDWH\RXUdonation is
tax deductible. To donate go to
our website listed at the bottom.
Motorcycle Riders Foundation
Awareness & Education (MRFA&E)
6&ODUN6WUHHW
$UOLQJWRQ9$ 2
(202) 546-0983
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The Wave

http://www.cyclerides.com/

Between Arizona Bike Week and the Day Ride
features for the site, I have had the opportunity
to do a fair amount of riding over the last couple
of months. And as you know from previous articles I am usually in some sort of deep profound
thought about my surroundings. Lately I have
been trying to figure out the structure of waving
at other riders. And I have found that there
seems to be a lack consistency in this activity.
This whole idea came to mind when I saw a
painting called Highway Handshake by Dawn
Holmes from Prescott Valley. It was a really neat
picture of two motorcycles waving while passing
on Hwy 89A Click Here to see this painting so
you will have a picture of what I am about to
say.
"The Types Of Wavers

It seems as though we now have at least 5 different types of wavers:
The First Waver: This is a guy who enjoys being
a waver and waves at everybody. He starts
waving at least 3/4 of a mile away to make sure
that you will see that he waved and is expecting
the return wave.
The Timely Waver: The guy who waves at just
the right time to be cool, but allows enough time
to get a return wave with no effort on your part.
The Late Waver: The guy who is actually waiting
for you to wave first, but since you didn't, the
guilt of being a non-waver is too much to bear
so he waves at the last possible moment. If you
try to give the return wave you are forced to look
like a retard trying to get it done.
The Return Wave Only Waver: This guy is really
not a fan of the wave but will give the courtesy
return wave. He will rarely be a First Waver and
is much closer to a Non-Waver than a Waver.
The Non-Waver: This guy wouldn't wave to
Pamela Anderson even if she was riding topless
on the back of a Fat Boy.
I'm sure you've experienced every one of these
wavers somewhere along the line and maybe
even fit into one of these categories, you know
who you are. It is sometimes unsettling trying to
figure out where you are going to fit in with the
oncoming rider. If you are a First Waver and
throw out that big howdy-dooty to a Non-Waver,
you've got a big mottsa ball hanging out there.

You feel somewhat offended and spend the next
couple of miles trying to figure out why you were
snubbed. (If you are a Metric Cruiser rider you
usually go right to the motorcycle race card to
answer that one.) A few of these instances can
actually make you become a Return Only
Waver. And if you are a First Waver, where do
you draw the line as to who to wave to? Do you
wave at cruisers only? Do you include the sport
bike riders? They are usually Non Wavers anyway. Will a Vespa rider get a wave? Or does it
just have to be a V-Twin, 600cc or above?
There are too many variables and way to much
to compute while doing 50 mph toward an oncoming 2-wheeler.
"The Types Of Wave

There are also 6 different types of waves:
The Crossing Guard Wave: This is the open
palmed, arm bent at the elbow, fingers pointed
straight up wave much like you saw in the Dawn
Holmes picture above. This wave can also be
mistaken as a right turn signal by the traffic behind them.
The Stop Traffic Wave: This is the arm straight
out to your side, open palm facing forward like
you used to do out of the back window of your
Dad's 57 Ford Fairlane. This wave can also be
confused as the slow down sign for trouble
ahead.
The 1 or 2 Finger Wave: One of the most popular waves. This is the arm fully extended down
to your side at a 45% angle with 1 or 2 fingers
pointing to the ground. A perfect example of this
wave is in the picture linked above. Although,
this is really not a good wave to a guy riding a
Harley. He probably thinks you are telling him
some parts just fell off.
The 4 Finger Wave: This is done by leaving your
left hand on the handlebar but unwrapping four
fingers and pointing them straight out. You will
usually see this from the Return Wave Only
rider. Comes back to that lack of motivation with
the whole waving process.
The Prom Queen Wave: This is with the left arm
fully elevated and hand moving side to side like
you actually know the person you are waving at.
This is a rare wave but can usually be seen
coming from the passenger on a Gold Wing.
The Nod: This is a relatively new response in
lieu of a bona fide wave. This is usually executed by the rider that is not sure where he fits

in. Not quite a First Waver but not really a Non
Waver. He is looking for his own identity in the
waving community.

The Protocols

What do you do when there is a group of say...5
oncoming riders? Will one long wave take care
of the whole group? Or does it require 5 individual waves?

And what about poker run waving? We have to
put a moratorium on the return route poker run
wave. I feel like I need to put a little rubber hand
on my handlebars that pops out when I push a
button to take care of these days. And lastly,
what about the going the same direction wave?
Does this require a wave or a nod? And if you
are passing on the left side do you wave with
the right hand or come across the body with the
left, which could also be mistaken as a Prom
Queen Wave? These are all questions that Enquiring minds need to ask.

The Conclusion

I've asked a lot of questions, so I decided to do
my own scientific test to see just how the statistics would give us an idea of where we are. I
know in different situations you would get a different result. But here it is. I did the loop of
Cave Creek Rd. and Scottsdale Rd. on three
Sunday afternoons and was a Non Waver. I
found that there are consistently only 20-30%
First Wavers out there. Which says that there
are 70% Non Wavers. I did the same as a First
Waver and found that there are 70% Return
Wavers. What does all of this mean? Not a dog
gone thing. It just means that you have had another look at some of the profound things that
go on in my mind while riding. But the next time
you are waving, I'll bet you'll be trying to figure
what category the other guy is in. The good
news is, it won't take you long to find out. Happy
Waving.

Barry Caraway
"The Road Is Yours - Take The Ride"
www.cyclerides.com
info@cyclerides.com

FBI On Exposing School Bus Camera Corruption
https://www.thenewspaper.com

to benefit his company, including $450,000 in
multiple cash payments, trips, and other gifts to
Dallas City Councilman Dwaine Caraway. In exchange, Caraway cast votes on the council in
favor of the cameras.

Several years ago, the school transportation
provider in Dallas added stop-arm cameras to
their school buses to keep students safer and
bring in revenue from traffic tickets.

Taxpayers ended up paying millions of dollars
for the cameras -- but they brought in little revenue.

The school transportation provider continued to
buy the cameras because the camera company
lined the pockets of multiple public officials. And
as a result of an FBI and Internal Revenue
Service investigation, those involved in the
scheme are now serving prison sentences.

Robert Leonard Jr, CEO of the company that
manufactured the cameras, paid several bribes
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"They needed an ordinance to ticket drivers who
were caught passing the camera," said Special
Agent Erik Tighe, who investigated this case out
of the FBI's Dallas Field Office. "Caraway was
instrumental in making that ordinance happen.
He accepted bribes to continue the program."
Tighe and the investigative team used a combination of human sources and financial analysis
to unravel the network of bribes.
Caraway pleaded guilty to wire fraud and tax
evasion charges and was sentenced in April
2019 to 56 months in prison. Leonard pleaded
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guilty to wire fraud charges and was sentenced
in May to seven years in prison.

Ultimately, the taxpayer-funded transportation
provider paid the camera manufacturer $70 million for the cameras. They continued to pay
even though the cameras were bringing in less
revenue than they cost.

According to court documents, the program
caused "significant and ultimately debilitating
debt" for the transportation provider, which
eventually closed due to that debt, forcing
schools to find another transportation option for
students.

"They just kept using taxpayer funds as a piggy
bank," Tighe said. "It had a huge impact on the
community. Thousands of people were affected
by this corruption."

Better
for you.
Better
for your
protection.

Personal Injury Litigation Firm | LegalBetter.com | Se habla español | 602-971-1775 | 1717 E. Bell Road, Suite 1, Phoenix, Arizona 85022
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BIRDS ON BIKES

Sponsored by The Modified Motorcycle Association of Arizona

TH

NOVEMBER 24 , 2019

MEET UP @10:00AM

DONATE @ 11:30AM

strap the frozen turkey on your bike
& gather with fellow riders in your
respective location

St. Vincent de Paul
2120 S. 3rd Dr. Phoenix, AZ 85003

CHALLENGE YOUR FELLOW RIDERS
who will bring in the most turkeys?

WEST VALLEY FLOCK
CHARLEY’S PLACE
4324 W THUNDERBIRD RD.

VS.

EAST VALLEY FLOCK
CHANDLER ELKS LODGE
1775 W CHANDLER BLVD.

ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS HERE
Contact Eric Hampton via email editor@mma-az.org for details

